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PART I 
SIURM-LIOÜVILLE SYSTEMS 
INTRODUCTION. A system of the type 
(A) with boundary conditions 
o('ly.(o.') i~ i 'f(b) + °< 
/3>, (a, j + Av ^ ( b ) ~ï fi? 
> '( ) -f <*4 t (b) - 
’$■ ( ‘A / A- h 4 [f ( b ) — 
0 
0 
is known as a Sturm-Liouville System. It is typical of a large 
class of equations which arise in problems of mathematical 
physics. In the interval a < x <rb, k, g are positive real-valued 
continuous functions of x, and an arbitrary parameter. The 
condition that the system may be self-adjoint is 
It will be supposed that this condition is satisfied. 
A special case of the system, in which the boundary conditions 
are 
d- fA ) - ~f\, (<k ) — Û ' S'-/ 
(D) 
& [ b ) ~h H -y, ( b) ~ 0 
arises in the problem of the distribution of temperature in a 
heterogeneous bar. In this problem k represents the conductivity, 
1 
2 
g the specific heat, and 1, h and H depend upon the emissivity 
at the surface and at the ends of the bar respectively. X has to 
be determined so as to render the system compatible. The system 
is 3elf-adjolnt, for in this case ^ — o • 
By eliminating in turn y'(a) and y(a), the boundary conditions of 
(A) may be brought into the form 
C. V (*•) 43 ?(k ) 
C . ' , ^ , r 
ÿ- + ‘-'i 2 #-(6J 
0 
0 
If cT, = 0, which (since the system is self-adjoint) Implies that 
f =0, the boundary conditions reduce to (B). 
ORTHOGONALITY PROPERTY OP 
THE EIGEÎJPÜH0TI0H3 OP THE STURM-LIOUVILLE SYSTEM 
Writing the Sturm-Llouville problem as 
|K ~ ~ ° (0 
with boundary conditions of the type 
a1y(a) + a2y'(a) = 0 
b1y(b) + b2y'(h) = 0 
1(a) 
is an eigenvalue problem. The numbers J are the eigenvalues of the 
problem, and the corresponding solutions y^/^are the eigen¬ 
functions. 
3 
The adjoint of a linear differential operator M of second 
order, where 
M(y(x)) = 
is the operator 
K*(y(x)) = 
A(x)y"(x) + B(x)y'(x) + C(x)y(x), 
M* such that 
(A(x)y(x))" - (B(x)y(x))* + C(x)y(x) 
The operator L, where 
L(y(x)) = (K(x)y' (x) )1 
is self-adjoint; that is, L and L* are the same since 
Ky” + K'y' = (Ky)1' - (K'y)' 
Form (1) of the Sturm-Liouvillo equation turns out to be especially 
useful because it is written in terras of the self-adjoint operator 
L; it has the form 
L(y(x)) = G(x)y(x) 
Lot TC(*) satisfy the eigenvalue equation (1), then 
| K Y» (*) J - G yn (*) 
If we talce this and the corresponding equation with m instead of 
n, multiply by (x ) respectively, and subtract, we obtain 
(A„-injG \ (*) Siif) = G, (*/ hw- \KfS>)Jtoo 
4 
The final reduction here to an exaco derivative was possible 
because of the self-adjoint operator involved. Our continuity 
conditions now permit us to write ^ _ (0 
"V ~ 







ŸjK)ŸJ*)dx = K(b)A(t>) - K(*)à(a.) (3) 
A. 
The first of boundary conditions in 1(a) requires that 
a, YU*; + =-° ; -f (b) 
o 
and for these simultaneous equations in a* and a2 to be satisfied 
by numbers and a2> not both zero, it is necessary that the 
determinant ^(^be zero. Similarly, from the second boundary 
condition, where b^ and bg are not both zero, we see that A (b) ~ O 
Then according to equation (3) 
5 
and, since \ ^ / X» the orthogonality property follows: 
"Yjjv yn (*) d K - Q 
(lh, XnJ 
PART II 
THU TRANSFORMATION OF 
THE STURM-IiIOUVILLE SYSTEM TO THE RICCATI EQUATION 
Let z = y'/y 
Then the equation (l) becomes 
z' + ---z + z2 - l XG = 0 (4) 
K * 
This is a Riccati equation. It is a non-linear initial value 
problem. There are many applications of the Riccati equation in 
physics and engineering. 
TRANSFORMATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
V U) 
z = y'/y ; 
y-14’1 
Let Zn be a solution of equation (4), then, we have, 




If we take this and the corresponding equation with m instead of n, 
multiply by Z^ and Zn respectively, and subtract, we obtain 
(H„ 2„'- 1„ + ïm1„ ( Z»,- In,) - £ 6 (X Z„, =• o 
Divide throughout by ZnZn , we have 
Integrating we have, 
She first terra is exponential and its limit is zero. 
Hence 
7 
DISCUSSION OF CASE WHEN G = K = CONSTANT 
If la the Sturra-Liouville problem 
(Ky*)' - ^ Gy = o 
we let K and G bo constants, we have 
y'1 - À £7 = 0 
Case I. If G > 0, there is the exponential solution Zx.pjJ7 ~)x y , 
* ( j * ' r\ * J 
which has no zéro in (a,b). The solutions are also non-oscillatory. 
Case II. If G^O, there is the oscillatory solution 
and the interval betvjwen two consecutive zeros is -77 
If therefore, 
IT r>~ ü i 
Cr j 
> b - a 
no solution of the given equation can have more than one zero in 
the interval (a,b). Consequently, the solutions of tho above 
equation are non-oscillatory provided that 
Case III. If G = K = constant, then the Sturia-Liouville problem 
reduces to 
y" - = 0 
fx / -Jà X 
4- che. This has solution y 
3 
This is exponential and therefore non-os dilatory in the interval 
(a,t>). It also has no zeros in that interval. 
Note : The oscillatory character of its solutions, and, in the 
oscillatory case, the number of zeros in an interval (a,b), are 
questions of considerable Interest to the physicist. 
















And since dx is not zero, it follows that 
m n 
Thus, in this special case, our Arrived Riccati equation will 
have one and only one solution, and this solution is unique. 
9 
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